The best way families can travel around Costa Rica is with our unique
one of a kind service. We call it:

GUIDE-DRIVER-CAPTIAN-HOST SERVICE
Let me explain each part of the name:
GUIDE is a certified professional that studied
everything about Costa Rica. The curriculum
includes plants, animals, insects, birds,
geography, climate, culture, places of interest,
everything about national parks… Its a complete
professional who will show you around the
country. And he will not only be available for
guided visits. You will have the opportunity to
take advantage of his knowledge during the
whole trip. While moving from one place to the
other or at the moments you did not arrange an
activity and you are willing to go out and
discover something out of your package, The important factor is that he will also be your DRIVER
which means he is a professional driver that knows all the strategic stops, you will be able to see and be
part of unique non touristic locations, people, experiences… All of those attractions you will miss if
you did not had this service.
This element in your journey will also give you flexibility. Because anytime you are at leisure with no
activities prepaid or coordinated you will have this service to decide on site if you want to go out, see
other things, visit other natural parks, go out for meals… Anything you need, he is there to make it
happen.
If you are wondering. Am I paying more for this? Am I paying full rates at hotels and meals?
The answer is yes and no. Yes there is a service charge included on your package that includes
accommodation and meals for this person. But NO because its a special service charge we have
coordinated just for this unique service. So even if he is staying at the same hotel you are, his room has
a special rate. Its a relationship between us and our suppliers. So we can give this service.
Now the word CAPTAIN.
This is a way of traveling. Its traveling with a purpose. And the
purpose is that the whole family will bond, unite, have fun and learn
a lot. The captain will be in charge of this. He will be part of the
journey where kids will have to answer riddles, find treasures, while
parents take the best memory picture of each day. The captain will
lead the way through the game. And at the end of the trip the family
will deliver the loot to win a Treasure to take home.
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HOST. He will not only be your guide, your driver and
your captain. He will be available for those moments
where parents want to rest and kids want to play. Its not
always easy to travel as a family. Sometimes you feel
you return tired from your vacations. Well our idea is
that with your HOST that will not happen because he
will give you the chance to rest, to just sit down and
watch your kids play or go to a spa treatment while he
takes care of your kids or just go out for a romantic
dinner and your host goes out to a fun dinner with the
kids. The idea is that you will all have times together
but we also know that couple time is also important.
The balance between them makes it a happy guaranteed trip for everyone.
And that is our goal.
This is a full service you will have during the whole trip.

Stop worrying and let it happen.
Costa Rica is PURA VIDA!!! The best family destination ever.
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